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Expert oversight = peace of mind.
George Jon enables scalable, performant and cost-effective discovery,
governance and investigation platforms for users worldwide. Whether
your data resides on one of our GJ Kits or your existing hardware, we
have a solution for every need.
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Imagine your data, safely stored where you want it, performing 24/7/365 in a fully
managed platform. We take your highly complicated, mission-critical data discovery,
investigation, and governance programs and make them easier, less expensive,
faster, and better. This drives bottom-line value and peace of mind, allowing you to
focus on your core business and make informed decisions while GJ’s team of expert
application engineers and database administrators run the platform.

George Jon Managed Platforms for eDiscovery are:

Easy to integrate
with industry-leading
technology tools and
utilities

Universal and agnostic
across eDiscovery
applications and
industries

An ecosystem of
strategic, symbiotic
partners who deliver
collective value when
managed by GJ staff

Predictable, performant
environments that have
been rigorously tested
and fine-tuned over 15+
years

Infinitely scalable to
intelligently grow in
lockstep with your
business and data

“When I see a ticket come in at 10:00 pm, I can now sleep easy without even
considering a response because I know that the George Jon team will take care
of it and I will wake up in the morning without a firestorm to start the day.”
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER | BIG 4 ACCOUNTING FIRM

The Benefits of
GJ 360 Platform
Management

•

•
•

Affordable, “around the clock” staff of
experienced engineers understand your
industry-specific pain points and work behind
the scenes to alleviate issues before you ever
notice them
24/7 professional oversight ensures predictable
costs, performance and security
Comprehensive database of known issues
protects clients and proactively eliminates
issues

•
•
•
•

Guaranteed end user satisfaction and platform
performance levels drive profitability
24/7 emergency support for system failures,
security issues and updates
Proprietary monitoring, alerting and self-healing
software yields real-time, automated platform
issue resolution
Dedicated Delivery Managers facilitate quick
and easy client communications and effort
coordination
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GJ Perspective & Experience
After nearly twenty years of work in the eDiscovery realm, we’ve developed solutions that are very
different from traditional IT methodologies. Even though discovery, forensic and investigation systems
are essential for law firms and large corporations, there is a persistent knowledge gap that drives
leading organizations to platform mismanagement and unnecessary expenses.
How Forensic and eDiscovery Environments are Misunderstood and Mismanaged:
• Traditional enterprise solution architecture and service models
• Adherence to environmental procedures and processes is
•
•

do not translate well to eDiscovery systems due to the unique
application requirements and significant data dependency.
The need for perpetual environment support typically
overwhelms standard IT teams who lack the required
application knowledge, degrading end-user productivity and
system stability.
Continuously expanding database sizes, when meshed with
changing review and workflow strategies, can result in system
latency and extended performance degradation without
proactive oversight.

•
•

critical. When violated, users can experience disruptions,
prolonged downtime, and poor performance.
“Text-heavy” extractions significantly grow document table
sizes, driving exceptionally high IO requirements for system
performance. Traditional IT models are not built to handle the
rigors of eDiscovery.
Patching and upgrade paths for eDiscovery are nontraditional, requiring extensive research and technical
knowledge in collaboration with software development
teams.

The GJ Value
Proposition

George Jon’s industry-leading team of infrastructure and application engineers concentrate on only one thing:
designing, building, managing, and evergreening eDiscovery ecosystems. We’ve seen and corrected every
mistake and know how to help clients avoid common pitfalls, poor performance, and unnecessary expenses.

Forensics & eDiscovery,
Perfected
We enable scalable,
performant and effective
discovery, governance
and investigation
platforms for users
worldwide, whether on
a GJ Kit or your existing
environment.

15+ Years of IndustrySpecific R&D
George Jon has spent
15 years testing and
perfecting the eDiscovery
tech stack, driving
optimized application
and infrastructure
performance while
ensuring long-term
stability.

Application-Agnostic
Methodology
We’ve developed and
fortified symbiotic
partnerships with
industry-leading forensic
eDiscovery application
providers, ensuring
proven expertise and
guidance across the
entire EDRM workflow.

Time-Tested Data
Management Expertise
Our team of technology
experts simply knows
how to size, scale,
maintain, and optimize
client data across all
phases of eDiscovery.
Nobody does it better.

Global Reach with Rapid
Deployments
Our teams of application
and infrastructure
engineers, SMEs, and
strategic partners are
ready to deploy anywhere
in the world to improve
your business, supported
by global datacenters
and deployment hubs.

The Bottom-Line
Benefits of GJ
Core Management
Platform stability, reliability
and optimized performance,
bolstered by 15 years of proven
Best Practices.
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The GJ Guarantee: 15-minute
response time and true
root cause resolution for all
outages.

End-to-end oversight of
the eDiscovery lifecycle,
workflow and platform for
user satisfaction.
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Database Management
Affordable legal systems support.
New flash: staffing in-house, in-demand Database
Administrators (DBAs) is a costly endeavor for
businesses, law firms and service providers. These
expensive resources are not billable, forcing you to pump
big money into a loss category (just to keep the wheels
turning) at a time when most companies are working
to preserve precious capital. And worst of all, firms can
usually only afford a small number of DBAs who offer
limited availability and are unable to support business
growth, international locations, or after-hours needs.
George Jon Database Management is the solution.
GJ’s Database Management service offering allows firms to reduce
operational expenses while gaining better, deeper, and more affordable
coverage for vital document management and legal practice systems
(accounting, time entry, contracts, analytics, production, eDiscovery, etc.).
The service entails proactive systems monitoring and maintenance,
detailed reporting and collaboration with stakeholders, optimized
performance, 24x7 support, development of standards and procedures for
in-house staff / project managers, and peace of mind in knowing that you
are getting best-in-class, cost-effective database oversight. Best of all, this
lasting solution is elastic, able to expand and contract as your needs evolve,
delivering solutions both for today and tomorrow. Drive your business,
enhance your capabilities, and rely on GJ’s experts to help you be more
productive and profitable through data-driven insights and operations.

The Benefits of GJ
Database Management:
•

Our on-demand pool of globallydispersed SQL DBAs can quickly
scale in lockstep with your business
requirements, providing elasticity
and eliminating the need to hire/train
expensive in-house resources.

•

Flat-rate, predictable monthly fees are
well below the cost of in-house assets
($250K/year), saving you hundreds of
thousands of dollars annually.

•

GJ’s Database Administrators/Engineers,
with 15+ years of industry-specific
experience and best practices, have
greater knowledge and access to global
best practices than in-house IT staff.

•

24/7/365 pool of SQL experts provides
perpetual oversight and support (versus
traditional 9-to-5 staff).

•

Every international case/location can
be managed, extending your coverage
across 6 continents and every time zone.

•

Optimized, standardized and reliable
performance from revenue-generating
systems (accounting, billing, contracts)
creates consistency across your
business.

•

We support law firms, corporations
and service providers. Often, we also
support their clients (Fortune 100 banks
and corporations, Big 4 consultancies,
government agencies), providing end-toend SQL expertise and efficient database
workflow/optimization that delivers
enhanced profitability for all parties.

Database Management Scope of Services

George Jon will provide consulting services for the development and/
or maintenance of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for all client
database systems, based upon our best practice recommendations and
client requirements. The records will include, but are not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Startup and shutdown procedures
Account creation and deletion procedures
Permission procedures
Service startup and shutdown procedures
Report generation (scheduled and ad-hoc) procedures
Performance monitoring procedures
Backup and recovery procedures

Management Services

•
•
•
•
•

Monthly patch management
Proactive DBA reporting
Database migration, as required for performance optimization
24/7 proactive database monitoring and maintenance, plus end-to-end
lifecycle management
24/7 reactive support for SQL/database performance issues and
resolution
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Core Management for GJ Kits
24/7 proactive platform oversight.
eDiscovery users require instant access to millions of files 24/7/365. To ensure consistent
performance with little to no downtime, George Jon offers Core Management services to
proactively safeguard data infrastructure and optimize your eDiscovery Platform (hardware,
software, backup, storage), ensuring that your systems are always performing at peak efficiency.
And most importantly, it’s transparent, all done with minimal needs placed on your valuable time.
Our dedicated team of professional engineers are proactively monitoring and fine-tuning your
system around the clock.
George Jon Core Management services provide
comprehensive problem solving and protective
oversight for live Discovery, Investigation and
Governance environments, every hour of every
day. Employing powerful, automated tools, a vast
database of known issues, historical knowledge
of best practices, and industry leading engineers,
George Jon eliminates costly errors and
potential threats before they ever affect system
performance. We perpetually query a wide range
of client platforms, identifying and fixing issues
behind the scenes while ensuring a seamless
user experience.
The key is a consistent, replicable baseline
configuration we deploy for all eDiscovery
clients around the globe, ensuring that hardware,
software, backup and storage systems are
running at peak efficiency. This symbiotic
ecosystem of exactly configured platforms
allows for system-wide quality assurance testing,
enabling us to use the knowledge gained from
one client to instantly benefit our entire managed
client base.

The George Jon eDSM (eDiscovery Service
Management) team maintains an internal database
of known issues related to scaling, utilization,
security, and other relevant data challenges
discovered over 15 years of building and
supporting complex systems. This knowledge base
is applied to every client Kit: when we discover
an issue with one system, we fix it, log it into
our system-wide database, and thus proactively
safeguard every client from the issue. This “spider
web” of oversight represents enormous savings
for clients, as the price for equivalent manpower,
research, and internal monitoring is cost-prohibitive
for most users.
Exceptional service and customized, costeffective solutions are what set us apart from the
competition. We’re more than a managed services
provider – we’re an extension of your team, a
trusted partner in solving problems and planning
for long-term success in the eDiscovery world.

EMERGENCY
REQUEST!

Core Management users are
guaranteed a 15-minute or less
response time from a professional
technician for all Emergency Requests.
This includes “true resolution” and RCA
for all Priority 1 outages.
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DEDICATED, IN-HOUSE TEAM
Every George Jon client has a dedicated Delivery Manager and Primary Engineer
who work in unison to communicate with the client team, from decision-makers
to technical contacts to end users. No two clients are the same, so we adapt
our services accordingly to address your individual needs, systems and goals.
Our team is part of your team, so please feel free to reach out as needs arise.
Your dedicated George Jon team is available to discuss topics on a scheduled
basis to review your needs, including but not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data management and workflow
eDiscovery growth requirements
eDiscovery best practices and processes for archiving, deletion, retention,
and governance
Ad-hoc reporting and management documentation
Backups and disaster recovery configuration and planning
Environment health
Industry trends and advisory on new and improved software/
technologies
Network performance
Security controls
Power management
Additional professional services for migrations,
expansions, and tool implementations

CORE MANAGEMENT
COMPONENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed monthly costs with UNLIMITED support
24/7 access to GJ’s certified eDiscovery application and infrastructure
technicians
24/7 oversight of your eDiscovery environment, including design,
configuration, best practices, quality assurance, and testing
Installation/use of GJ360 proactive health monitoring tools for all Kit
components (logical, virtual, physical) including servers, applications,
application roles and requirements, networking components, 3rd party
software, backups, and DR
Management of physical systems, logical software environments (SQL),
backups, hosted applications, and much more
Infrastructure planning and design consulting services for infrastructure
growth or addition of software applications
eDiscovery application upgrades
SecureLink secure remote access
Monthly maintenance window
Proactive maintenance
Backup and Disaster Recovery
Security monitoring and management
Database integrity checks
Full documentation
Troubleshooting and problem resolution (reactive)
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Application Management
Always work with the best version.
eDiscovery users require instant access to millions of files 24/7/365. To ensure consistent
performance with little to no downtime, George Jon offers our application management services
to proactively optimize your eDiscovery Platform from the OS layer and above, ensuring that
your Discovery applications are always performing at peak efficiency. And most importantly, it’s
transparent, all done with minimal needs placed on your valuable time. We have a dedicated team
of professional application engineers who are proactively monitoring and fine-tuning your system
around the clock.
The George Jon eDSM (eDiscovery Service
Management) team maintains an internal
database of known issues related to scaling,
utilization, security, and other relevant application/
data challenges discovered over 15 years of
architecting and supporting application platforms.
This knowledge base is shared across all clients:
when we discover an issue with one application
configuration, we fix it, log it into our systemwide database, and thus proactively safeguard
every client from the issue. This “spider web” of
oversight represents enormous savings for clients,
as the price for equivalent manpower, research,
and internal monitoring is cost-prohibitive for
most users.

George Jon Application Management services
provide comprehensive problem solving
and protective oversight for live discovery,
investigation and governance environments, every
hour of every day. Employing powerful, automated
tools, a vast database of known issues, historical
knowledge of application best practices, and
industry leading engineers, George Jon eliminates
costly errors and potential threats before they
ever affect system performance.
The key is consistent and tested application
baseline configurations, which we deploy
for all eDiscovery clients around the globe,
ensuring that systems are running at peak
efficiency. This symbiotic ecosystem of exactly
configured platforms allows for system-wide
quality assurance testing, enabling us to use the
knowledge gained from one client to instantly
benefit our entire managed client base.
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Exceptional service, unmatched application
knowledge and superb data management skills
are what set us apart from the competition. We’re
much more than a managed services provider –
we’re an extension of your team, a trusted partner
in solving problems and planning for success.
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GJ APPLICATION EXPERTISE

Vast Database
of Known
Issues

Application
Best
Practices

IndustrySpecific
Engineers

24/7 Proactive
Oversight &
Support

Powerful,
Automated
Tools

Comprehensive
Problem
Solving

DEDICATED, IN-HOUSE TEAM
Every George Jon client has a dedicated Delivery Manager and Primary Engineer who work in unison
to communicate with the client team, from decision-makers to technical contacts to end users. No
two clients are the same, so we adapt our services accordingly to address your individual needs,
systems and goals. Our team is part of your team, so please feel free to reach out as needs arise.
Your dedicated George Jon team is available to discuss topics on a scheduled basis to review your
needs, including but not limited to:
Data management and workflow
eDiscovery growth requirements
eDiscovery best practices and processes for archiving, deletion, retention and governance
Ad-hoc reporting and management documentation
Environment health checks
Industry trends and advisory on new and improved software/technologies
Additional professional services for migrations, expansions, and tool implementations

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

24/7 oversight of your eDiscovery environment, including design, configuration, best practices,
quality assurance, and testing
Installation and use of GJ360 proactive health monitoring tools for all Kit components
(logical, virtual, physical) including servers, applications, application roles and requirements,
networking components, 3rd party software, backups, and DR
24/7 access to GJ’s certified eDiscovery application engineers
Platform planning and design consulting services for growth or addition of software
applications
eDiscovery application upgrades
SecureLink secure remote access
Assist in monthly maintenance window
Database integrity checks
Full documentation
Troubleshooting and problem resolution (reactive)
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